SW-DB-1HWP1D RACEWAY ELECTRICAL BOX INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. INSTALL BOX CHASSIS TO RACEWAY BASE. END KIT & RACEWAY BASE EDGE MUST BE INSTALLED FIRST IF MOUNTING BOX ON RACEWAY BASE END.

2. MAKE WIRING CONNECTIONS AS REQUIRED, AND INSTALL DECORA UNITS TO MOUNTING PLATE.

3. INSTALL COVER PLATE AND END CAPS WITH SUPPLIED SCREWS.

CAUTION: ENSURE EDGE OF RACEWAY COVER IS DEBURLED.

WARNING: USE LOW VOLTAGE DEVICES ONLY IN LOW VOLTAGE COMPARTMENTS.

WARNING: USE HIGH VOLTAGE DEVICES ONLY IN HIGH VOLTAGE COMPARTMENTS.

LOW VOLTAGE COMPARTMENT (REFERENCE HOLES ON CHASSIS)

REFERENCE HOLES TO IDENTIFY LOW VOLTAGE COMPARTMENT

COVER PLATE WITH DECORA OPENING

(2) END CAP

(4) END CAP SCREW

END KIT (SOLD SEPARATELY) & RACEWAY BASE EDGE (INCLUDED WITH RACEWAY BASE) MUST BE INSTALLED PRIOR TO ELECTRICAL BOX MOUNTING IF BOX IS INSTALLED ON RACEWAY BASE END

POWER COMPARTMENT VOLUME

| 1G | 19.5 cu. in. |

NOTICE: FOR INSTALLATION BY A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN IN ACCORDANCE WITH ALL NATIONAL AND LOCAL ELECTRICAL CODES AND COMMUNICATIONS STANDARDS. ADHERE TO THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS AND ANY INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED WITH THE INDIVIDUAL RACEWAY COMPONENTS.

CAUTION: ENSURE EDGE OF RACEWAY COVER IS DEBURLED.

DECORA UNIT AND HARDWARE (SOLD SEPARATELY)

CONDUIT AND CONDUIT FITTING (SOLD SEPARATELY)

SCREWS TO SECURE BOX TO RACEWAY BASE (2) MINIMUM (4) MAXIMUM

CONDUIT FITTING NUT (SOLD SEPARATELY)

BOX CHASSIS

POWER COMPARTMENT COVER PLATE WITH 1/2" & 3/4" KNOCKOUT

RACEWAY BASE (SOLD SEPARATELY)

RACEWAY BASE EDGE (INCLUDED WITH RACEWAY BASE)